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Abstract—Novel memory architectures have been introduced in multi/many-core processors to address the performance bottleneck due to shared memory accesses. Taking the advantages brought by these architectures in scheduling analysis is still an open challenge. In this article, we present a scheduling analysis technique that exploits a shared multi-bank memory architecture to efficiently schedule parallel real-time applications modeled as synchronous data flow (SDF) graphs by minimizing the memory access contentions. Our approach aims at producing a static time-triggered schedule with the objective of minimizing the makespan and buffer size requirements while respecting consistency and data dependency constraints. An Integer Linear Programming formulation of the scheduling problem is presented, as well as a heuristic with significantly lower time complexity. Experimental results are given using synthetic SDF graphs generated by the SDF3 tool and applications available in the StreamIt benchmark.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing complexity of signal, image, and control processing applications demands higher computational power and performance to meet real-time constraints [1]. Multi/many-core processors with novel memory architectures are becoming applicable platforms for executing these applications as they provide both performance and power efficiency. At the moment, they demand the adoption of new programming paradigms to support efficient exploitations. Indeed, processes and threads have been used for decades by programmers, showing advantages but also limitations. Because of shared memory synchronization, processes and threads can yield unforeseen behaviors, non-deterministic execution or deadlocks.

The data flow programming paradigm has been introduced to address these limitations. This model is commonly used in embedded system design to describe stream processing or control applications. Its simplicity allows the adaptation of automated code generation techniques to limit the problematic and error-prone task of programming real-time parallel applications. Among data flow models of computation, synchronous data flow (SDF) [2] is one of the most popular in the embedded system community. This model is deterministic in terms of communications: the topology and the amount of data sent and received are known (fixed). Communications between processing elements are clearly isolated through well identified FIFO channels. Task parallelism [3] in SDF can be exploited systematically: tasks can be mapped to available processing elements, dependencies can be enforced, and tasks on different branches can execute in parallel.

Problem statement: Scheduling analysis on multi/many-core platforms must account for the non-negligible delay due to accesses contention on shared memory [4]. Experimental results in [5] show that the execution time can be increased by a factor up to 8. Preliminary works on this scheduling problem only consider shared memory architectures with a single memory bank. They do not fully exploit the advantages of shared multi-bank memory as well as the deterministic communications exposed in SDF graphs to optimize memory access contention.

In addition, they conventionally involve the transformation of an SDF graph into its equivalent homogeneous form (HSDF). While this transformation helps fully expose task and data parallelism of the graph, it also presents several limitations such as an exponential increase of actors, memory consuming schedules and high buffer size requirements. A recent evaluation in [6] has shown that scheduling a partially expanded graph could be as efficient as its HSDF expansion. That motivates our proposal of a solution that explores the design space with the SDF representation.

Contribution: We propose a two-step approach to compute an efficient contention-aware scheduling of SDF graphs on one compute cluster consists of processing elements (cores) and a shared multi-bank memory. First, we compute an abstract schedule defining the dependencies amongst actor firings with the objective of minimizing buffer size requirements. Second, we construct an optimal time-triggered schedule that minimizes the makespan, which is the time difference between the start of the first scheduled actor and the end of the last scheduled actor in one iteration of the SDF graph [7]. Our approach aims at creating a time-triggered schedule that achieves a minimal makespan while trying to reduce the total amount of buffer size requirements. We study a shared multi-bank memory architecture presented in [8]. This particular architecture already exists in industrial platforms such as the Kalray MPPA [9] many-core architecture.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II presents related work and positions our contribution. Section III describes our system model, scheduler specification, and provides a brief description of our resource sharing platform model. Section IV provides an overview of our approach. Section V introduces our method of computing an abstract schedule that minimizes buffer space requirement. Then, section VI presents our approach of computing a time-triggered schedule with the objective of optimizing the makespan. The approach is evaluated in section VII with synthetic SDF graphs and applications taken from the StreamIt benchmark [10]. Finally, section VIII concludes the article and discusses future work.

II. RELATED WORKS

Our work is closely related to existing works in two domains: (1) scheduling SDF graphs on multi/many-core architectures and (2) contention-aware scheduling analysis.

First, we discuss SDF graphs scheduling. In [11], the authors presented a scheduling synthesis approach for SDF graphs on partitioned multi-core platform. The approach accounts for both functional properties (mapping) and timing parameters (period, release time and priority). In this work, the authors modeled communication channels but did not take into account communication cost. Several conditions are described to guarantee the consistency of SDF graphs. While considering time-triggered scheduling rather than fixed priority and dynamic priority, our work tackles the same problem statement and can be considered as an extension of [11].

The work in [12] addressed the multiprocessor scheduling of synchronous programs under a time-triggered bus architecture. The authors assumed a model of communication in which the bus can only transmit one message at a time and collision of messages implies infeasible schedule. On the contrary, our work assumes a more complex communication model of multiple bus arbiters and accounts for contention.

In [13], the authors considered an implementation of data flow applications on multi-core systems based on the previous work in [14]. The authors focus on the optimization of an offline schedule taking into account non-functional properties such as start time and deadline. This work aims at eliminating the interference on shared resources by providing temporal isolation. In our approach, we account for the interference and hence may be complementary to this previous work.

A large proportion of works presented next are related to the Kalray MPPA many-core architecture. In this architecture, there are 256 processing cores organized in 16 compute clusters (16 cores per cluster) connected by a Network-on-Chip (NoC). These works are classified into either multi-cluster [15]–[18] or single-cluster [8], [19]–[21] context.

In [15], the authors presented a method of mapping and scheduling \textit{well-formed split-join} SDF graphs on all compute clusters of the Kalray MPPA by using a satisfactory modulo theory (SMT) solver. The well-formed split-join restriction in [15], which is relaxed in our work, facilitates the HSDF expansion and buffer size computation. Later, the work in [16] presented an optimization for the schedule generated by the SMT solver developed in [15]. The authors proposed an approach to identify and exclude the pessimistic estimation of contention by detecting the set of actors that cannot access the same resource at the same time. In our work, we use integer linear programming to find the optimal solution and also provide a heuristic with lower time complexity.

On the topic of contention-aware scheduling, the authors in [8] described a response time analysis for single-period application modeled as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) on a shared multi-bank memory architecture. This work applies to a single cluster of the Kalray MPPA. It is assumed that both mapping and execution order on each core are known. Later, [20] described a scheduling refinement technique that can reduce contention in the schedule of [8] by introducing processor idle time. In comparison with these works, our approach takes into account both mapping and scheduling problem instead of only scheduling.

In [17], the authors proposed a mixed-criticality scheduling response time analysis on the all-compute clusters of the Kalray MPPA. The main difference with our approach is that the authors consider a “Flexible Time-Triggered Scheduling” model which divides time into frames and force a global synchronization barrier between frames. As pointed out in [8], this potentially creates core under-utilization while waiting for the barrier. Our proposed scheduling policy does not require any global barrier but is limited to only one compute cluster.

The work in [18] focused on the problem of mapping large multi-cluster applications consisting of periodic tasks while maintaining a strong temporal isolation from co-running applications. The application model and optimization objective in this work is different from our approach.

An ILP formulation and a heuristic aiming at scheduling periodic independent PRedictable Execution Model (PREM) based tasks [22] in a single cluster of the Kalray MPPA is proposed in [19]. The authors systematically create a contention-free schedule. Our work differs in the considered application model as well as the goal to reach. The authors consider sporadic independent tasks to which they aim at finding a valid schedule that meets deadlines. In contrast, we consider one iteration of an SDF graph and aim at finding the shortest schedule.

The authors in [21] also presented an ILP formulation and a heuristic to schedule and map DAG graphs in which each node is a PREM-based task [22] with the objective of minimizing the makespan. The authors took memory access contention into account but only assumed a single bank memory architecture. Comparing to this work, we assume a simpler task model while accounting for a more complex application model and memory architecture.

We position our work in the single cluster context as the ones in [8], [19]–[21]. Comparing to the state of the art, the novelty of our work lies at the exploitation of the shared multi-bank architecture and the well determined communication model in SDF graphs to optimize memory access contention.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

In this work, given an acyclic delayless synchronous data flow (SDF) graph, our aim is to compute the mapping and scheduling of one iteration of the graph on a resource-sharing platform model consisting of processing cores and a multi-bank shared memory. We first introduce the SDF model and present our scheduler specification in section III-A and III-B. In addition, we detail our assumptions regarding the acyclic and delayless property of SDF graphs. We also explain our motivation behind the choice of such model and scheduler. Then, we describe our resource sharing platform model in section III-C and illustrate the problem of memory access contention in section III-D.

A. Synchronous Data Flow Model

A synchronous data flow (SDF) graph is a directed graph \( G = (V,E) \) consisting of a finite set of actors \( V = \{v_1,\ldots,v_N\} \) and a finite set of one-to-one channels \( E \). A channel \( c_{ab} = (v_a, v_b, p, q) \in E \) connects the producer \( v_a \) to the consumer \( v_b \) such that the production (resp. consumption) rate is given by an integer \( p \in \mathbb{N} \) (resp. \( q \in \mathbb{N} \)). Every time an actor fires, it consumes a fixed number of tokens from its input channels and produces a fixed number of tokens to its output channels.

An actor \( v_a \) is characterized by its execution profile denoted as \( C_a = \{PD_a, MD_a\} \). In contrary to the notion of worst-case execution time (WCET) used in previous literature, the execution profile is decoupled into processor demand and memory demand. The processor demand \( (PD_a) \) denotes the computation or CPU time of \( v_a \), without considering the time spent on fetching data from the memory. The memory demand \( (MD_a) \) denotes the number of memory accesses per actor firing. Such decoupling of the WCETs is proved to be feasible on fully timing compositional platform [23] such as the Kalray MPPA [8], which has been studied in the project CERTAINTY FP7.

A channel \( c_{ab} \) has a bounded buffer size \( \delta(c_{ab}) \). If the buffer sizes for certain channels are too small, the SDF graph could deadlock. For example, with the graph in Figure 1, the channel \( c_{12} \) connecting \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) needs a minimum buffer size of 6. The reason is that \( v_1 \) must be fired at least 3 times before \( v_3 \) is fired and then \( v_2 \) can be fired. If \( \delta(c_{12}) = 5 \), the graph deadlocks after two firings of \( v_1 \) and no actors can be fired.

There can be a number of initial tokens associated with each channel. It is called the delay of a channel since it can induce an offset in the execution of the consumer in relation to the producer [24]. We study only delayless SDF graphs in which the number of initial tokens on all channel is 0.

Definition 1 (Iteration [24]): The iteration of an SDF graph is a non-empty sequence of firings that returns the graph to its initial state. Two concepts that are related to an iteration of the graph are defined below.

Definition 2 (Makespan [7]): The makespan of an SDF graph is the time difference between the start of the first scheduled actor and the end of the last scheduled actor in one iteration of the SDF graph.

Definition 3 (Repetition Vector [24]): The repetition vector of an SDF graph is an array of length equal to the number of actors in SDF, such that if each actor is invoked for the number of times equal to its entry, the number of tokens on each edge of SDF remains unchanged.

For the graph in Figure 1, firing actor \( v_1 \) 3 times, actor \( v_2 \) 2 times and actor \( v_3 \) 1 time forms an iteration. The repetition vector \( \vec{r} = (3, 2, 1) \) indicates the number of actor firings per iteration. If such a vector exists, then the graph is said to be consistent. In this paper, we study only consistent acyclic SDF graphs. Inconsistent graphs are of less importance since they cannot be implemented with bounded memory without deadlock. The repetition vector can be computed efficiently by applying a depth-first search algorithm presented in [24].

B. Scheduler specification

In this work, we assume a non-preemptive time-triggered scheduler in a partitioned scheme of actor assignment. The term time-triggered scheduling refers to the fact that the overall behavior of the system is controlled by a recurring clock tick, the only event within the system which can trigger an action. There is an a-priori global schedule, which is computed offline, specifying the release times of all tasks. Time-triggered scheduling especially fits the needs of safety-critical applications. This special type of scheduling proved to be successful in such diverse areas as automotive electronics and aerospace industry [25]. Regarding the scheduling policy in each core, we consider a non-preemptive scheduler and hence do not deal with cache-related preemption delay or context-switch overhead.

Actors are assigned to a core at design time and are not allowed to migrate from theirs assigned core to another one at runtime. It implies that multiple simultaneous firings of an actor cannot be executed in parallel. As accounting for auto-concurrency can lead to a complex contention-aware analysis, it is not considered in this article. Interested readers can refer to [6], [26] for further detail.

C. Resource-Sharing Platform Model

We study the shared multi-bank memory introduced in [8]. This particular architecture already exists in industrial platforms such as the Kalray MPPA [9].

A compute cluster \( P \) consists of \( m \) homogeneous processing elements (cores), \( P = \{P_1, \ldots, P_m\} \). Each core in \( P \) has access to a private cache memory and to a local shared memory \( M \). The shared memory \( M \) is divided into \( m \) memory banks, \( M = \{b_1, \ldots, b_m\} \), as illustrated in Figure 2. Each bank has an equal fixed size, denoted as \( s \). Each core has a private path...
D. Memory Access Contention

In our model, each actor has a local memory buffer, and the buffers of all actors running on the same core are mapped to the same memory bank. Buffer spaces for all input channels of an actor are allocated in the memory bank of this actor. Under these assumptions, read accesses are private but write requests may access to another core’s memory bank. Contention may occur on the memory bus when two cores access to the same memory bank. This assumption is indeed an arbitrary choice. We are aware that optimizing buffer spaces allocation to minimize memory access contention is an interesting problem but it complex to tackle at the same time with the task mapping and scheduling problem.

Access requests from the cores inside one compute cluster are subject to a round-robin arbitration [8]. For example, we assume that two firings of actors $v_a$ and $v_b$ access to the same memory bank and execute in parallel. In the absence of detailed information on the pattern of access requests within an actor, we consider that any two firings that overlap in time can interfere on each of their accesses. The memory contention between two firings, denoted as $\gamma_{a,b}$, is given by:

$$\gamma_{a,b} = \min(\text{MD}_a, \text{MD}_b) \cdot d$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

We take a simple example to illustrate the contention-aware scheduling problem on a shared multi-bank memory in Figure 3. Actors $v_1$ and $v_2$ are executed in parallel. Actor $v_1$ has write accesses to the memory bank of actor $v_3$. In the (a) case, actor $v_3$ is mapped to core $P_1$, and there is no contention. In the (b) case, actor $v_3$ is mapped to core $P_2$. Thus, there is contention between actor $v_1$, which writes data to bank 2, and actor $v_2$, which reads data from bank 2. This contention can be effectively optimized when we compute the schedule.

In this section, we have introduced our system model and assumptions taken. In the next sections, we present our approach of computing an efficient contention-aware scheduling of SDF graphs on shared multi-bank memory.

IV. GENERAL APPROACH

Considering SDF graphs, we need to allocate storage spaces and schedule the actors so that deadlock, overflow and underflow do not occur. In addition, we need to compute timing parameters, processor mapping and to take into account the contention due to shared memory accesses. If all these variables are considered in a monolithic optimization problem, it would result in a very complex set of constraints and would be practically solvable for only a very small number of actors. From this observation, we propose a two-step approach in which each step focuses on solving a subset of problems.

First, we compute an abstract schedule defining data dependencies between actors in one iteration of an SDF graph with the objective of minimizing storage space requirement. It is abstract in the sense that the schedule neither depends on processor mapping nor real-time scheduling, which are taken into account later. We show in the next section that our abstract schedule can be computed by simply solving the minimum buffer size scheduling problem [27].

Second, from the computed abstract schedule, we synthesize a time-triggered schedule that minimizes the makespan. This schedule defines processor mapping and timing parameters of all actor firings in one iteration of the SDF graph. Contention due to shared memory accesses is considered when we compute the schedule. To achieve the objective, we propose two solutions: an integer linear programming formulation that can be used to find the optimal schedule and a heuristic with significant lower complexity.

V. ABSTRACT SCHEDULE

In this step, first, we need to compute the minimum buffer sizes required for the channels. Second, based on the computed buffer sizes, we enforce the constraints related to firing dependencies so that the schedule guarantees that neither overflow nor underflow will occur. Indeed, firing dependencies define the data dependencies between the two actors connected by a channel. At this step, we do not compute the precise mapping or timing activation of actors. Only the dependencies between actor firings are computed.

Min buffer size analysis: Given a consistent acyclic SDF graph with its repetition vector, there exists schedules that result in different buffer size requirements. It has been proved...
in [24] that the problem of computing a minimum buffer schedule for even an arbitrary SDF graph is NP-complete. However, a heuristic with polynomial complexity has been given in [27] where the authors established its optimality for acyclic, delayless SDF. To keep the article concise, we do not detail the algorithm. Interested readers can refer to [24] or [27] for a simple pseudo code and details. This algorithm helps us computing the minimum buffer size that allows for a schedule without deadlock.

After buffer sizes for all channels are identified, we can compute the firing dependencies between actors by applying the two analysis belows:

**Underflow analysis:** we have an underflow when an actor attempts to read and there are not enough tokens on the channel. Thus, we need to compute the firing dependencies that guarantee no overflow. For a channel \( v_a \xrightarrow{p \cdot q} v_b \), the \( n \)th firing of \( v_b \) (denoted \( v_b[n] \)) is enabled if and only if the number of produced tokens is larger than \( q \cdot n \). Hence, \( v_b \) has to wait for the \( l \)th firing of \( v_a \) (denoted \( v_a[l] \)) such that:

\[
1 \cdot p - n \cdot q \geq 0
\]

(2)

The firing dependency between \( v_a \) and \( v_b \) is formalized by the following equation:

\[
v_b[n] \geq v_a[l] \text{ with } l = \left\lceil \frac{n \cdot q}{p} \right\rceil
\]

(3)

**Overflow analysis:** we have an overflow when an actor attempts to write and there are not enough empty spaces on the channel. For a channel \( v_a \xrightarrow{p} v_b \) of size \( \delta(e_{ab}) \), the \( l \)th firing of \( v_a \) (denoted \( v_a[l] \)) is enabled if and only if the number of produced tokens is smaller than or equal to the number of empty spaces. Hence, \( v_a \) has to wait for the \( n \)th firing of \( v_b \) (denoted \( v_b[n] \)) such that:

\[
l \cdot p - n \cdot q \leq \delta(e_{ab})
\]

(4)

The firing dependency between \( v_a \) and \( v_b \) is formalized by the following equation:

\[
v_a[l] \geq v_b[n] \text{ with } n = \left\lceil \frac{l \cdot p - \delta(e_{ab})}{q} \right\rceil
\]

(5)

At the end of this step, by applying the analysis based on equations 3 and 5 on the SDF graph in Figure 1, we have the following result:

- Repetition Vector: \( \overrightarrow{\delta} = (3; 2; 1) \)
- Buffer Size: \( \delta(e_{12}) = 6, \delta(e_{13}) = 3, \delta(e_{32}) = 2 \)

Firing dependencies between \( v_a[l] \) and \( v_a[l + 1] \) is implicit. We recall that in our scheduler specification, auto-concurrency is not allowed. The \( l \)th firing of actor \( v_a \) must finish before the \( (l + 1) \)th firing starts.

The abstract schedule above requires a total buffer size of 11 and guarantees no overflow and underflow exception. However, this schedule does not precise the mapping and timing parameters of actors in the SDF graph. In the next step we present our approach to build a concrete schedule from the abstract one.

**VI. CONTENTION-AWARE SCHEDULE**

This section presents two solutions to compute a concrete schedule and mapping from an abstract schedule. The first solution adopts an Integer Linear Programming formulation of the problem. The optimal schedule can be found with this solution. The second solution is a heuristic based on LIST scheduling, which allows us to find a valid schedule fast and generally close to the optimal one. The main outcome of both solutions is a static mapping and schedule for each core.

As we assume a time-triggered scheduler, it requires us to compute the timing parameters for all actor firings in one iteration of the SDF graph. In other words, we need to treat each actor firing as a real-time task. We first detail our transformation of actor firings to tasks in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1:** Actor firings to tasks transformation

**Input:** SDF graph \( G \), abstract schedule \( S_A \)

**Output:** Task set \( \mathcal{T} \)

1. \( \mathcal{T} \leftarrow \emptyset \)
2. foreach \( v_a \in G \) do
   3. for \( l = 1 \) to \( \overrightarrow{\delta}(v_a) \) do
      4. Create task \( \tau_i \)
      5. \( \tau_i.C_i \leftarrow C_a \)
      6. \( \tau_i.A_i \leftarrow v_a \)
      7. \( \tau_i.prd(i) \leftarrow prd(v_a[l]) \cup v_a[l - 1] \)
      8. \( \mathcal{T} = \mathcal{T} \cup \{\tau_i\} \)
3. return \( \mathcal{T} \)

Each firing of an actor \( v_a \) in one iteration of the SDF graph is mapped to a real-time task \( \tau_i \) (line 2-8). We recall that one iteration of the SDF graph is defined by its repetition vector \( \overrightarrow{\delta} \). Hence, the loop at line 3 is ranging from 1 to \( \overrightarrow{\delta}(v_a) \), which is the number of firings of \( v_a \) in one iteration. The execution profile \( C_i \) of \( \tau_i \) is identical to the one of the actor (line 5). The variable \( A_i \) is used to save the actor that \( \tau_i \) represents. It is used in our algorithm to enforce partitioned mapping as an actor can only be mapped to one processor. Then, all firings of the actor must be on the same processor. The precedence dependencies of \( \tau_i \) are computed by taking into account firing dependencies of \( v_a[l] \), denoted \( prd(v_a[l]) \) (line 7). In addition, \( \tau_i \) must start after the firing \( v_a[l - 1] \) with regard to our assumption about non-auto-concurrency.

This transformation effectively transforms our original problem into a scheduling problem of real-time tasks with dependencies. Next, our integer linear programming (ILP) formulation of the problem is presented.

**A. Integer Linear Programming formulation**

Our scheduling problem can be formulated as an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem. The objective is to obtain the shortest schedule while scheduling the tasks on a fixed number of processors and accounting for memory contention.
Table I summarizes the notations and variables needed by the ILP formulation.

In order to keep the presentation of ILP formulations short and concise, we use two logical operators ∨ and ∧ directly when describing the constraints. Transformation rules [28] can be used to transform these operators into linear constraints. Some ILP solvers such as IBM CPLEX support automatic transformation of these operators.

Our goal is to minimize the makespan of the schedule. In other words, it is minimizing the end time of the last scheduled task. The objective function, given in equation 6, is to minimize the makespan. Equation 7 enforces that the completion time of all tasks must be inferior or equal to the makespan.

Minimize: makespan

makespan ≥ End_\iota, \forall \tau_\iota \in \mathcal{T}  \tag{7}

Scheduling constraints: The following constraints enforce basic rules which guarantee the validity of the computed schedule. Equation 8 enforces that a task is mapped on exactly one core. Equation 9 enforces that all tasks representing firings of an actor must be mapped to the same core. Equation 10 enforces that the completion time of a task is equal to its start time plus the response time R_\iota.

\[ \sum_{k=1}^{m} p_{i,k} = 1, \forall \tau_\iota \in \mathcal{T} \tag{8} \]

\[ p_{i,k} = p_{j,k}, \forall \tau_\iota, \tau_j | A_j = A_i \quad \text{Set of consumers of } \tau_i \in \text{SDF graph} \tag{9} \]

\[ \text{End}_i = \text{Start}_i + R_i \tag{10} \]

Dependency constraints: Equation 11 enforces data dependencies, a task \( \tau_i \) can only be released when all tasks \( \tau_j \in prd(i) \) are completed. The precedence dependencies of the tasks are computed from the abstract schedule as we mention in Algorithm 1.

\[ \text{Start}_i \geq \text{End}_j, \forall \tau_j \in \text{prd}(i) \tag{11} \]

Task overlapping constraints: Equations 12, 13 and 14 enforces that the executions of two tasks mapped the same core cannot be overlapped. In other words, task \( \tau_i \) cannot overlap any task \( \tau_j \) running on the same processor as \( \tau_i \).

The overlapping condition of two intervals \([\text{Start}_i, \text{End}_i]\) and \([\text{Start}_j, \text{End}_j]\), denoted \( a_{i,j} \), is computed by Equation 13. The condition of whether \( \tau_i \) and \( \tau_j \) are mapped on the same core is computed by Equation 14. We note that the value of \( c_{i,j} \), which is a binary variable, can only be either 1 or 0 as the unicity of task mapping is guaranteed by Equation 8.

\[ a_{i,j} = (\text{Start}_i < \text{End}_j) \wedge (\text{End}_i > \text{Start}_j) \tag{13} \]

\[ c_{i,j} = \sum_{k=1}^{m} (p_{i,k} \wedge p_{j,k}) \tag{14} \]

Bank access constraints: Equations 15 and 16 imply that if task \( \tau_i \) is mapped to core \( p_k \), it has accesses to memory \( b_k \). In addition, \( \tau_i \) also has write accesses to the memory bank of the consumers of actor \( A_i \). We emphasize the fact that we use the consumer of actor \( A_i \) which is extracted from the SDF graph in this constraint. Equation 17 determines whether two tasks access the same memory bank.

\[ b_{i,k} = p_{i,k} \tag{15} \]

\[ b_{i,k} = p_{j,k}, \forall \tau_j | A_j \in \text{snk}(i) \tag{16} \]

\[ a_{i,j} = \bigvee_{k=1}^{m} (b_{i,k} \wedge b_{j,k}) \tag{17} \]

Equation 18 enforces that the total memory space requirement of actors mapped to one processor cannot be larger than the size of the memory bank associated to this processor.

\[ \sum_{A_i \in G} p_{i,k} \cdot M R_i \leq s, \forall k \in [0, m] \tag{18} \]

Memory access contention: Equation 19 computes whether two tasks \( \tau_i \) and \( \tau_j \) that are overlapped in time also access to the same memory bank. Equation 20 computes the memory access contention between two tasks. Finally, the response time \( R_i \) is computed by applying Equation 21.

\[ t_{i,j} = a_{i,j} \wedge a_{i,j} \tag{19} \]

\[ \gamma_{i,j} = t_{i,j} \cdot \min(M D_i, M D_j) \cdot d \tag{20} \]
\[ R_i = PD_i + MD_i \cdot d + \sum_{\tau_j \in T} \gamma_{i,j} \] (21)

Processor symmetry break: The presence of symmetry is common in many job-shop scheduling type problems that consider multiple identical machines. We apply a technique presented in [29] to break the processor symmetry in our problem. We let processor 1 run actor \( \tau_1 \) then processor 2 run the lowest index actor not running on processor 1, etc. This constraint is added to limit the search space and improve the performance of the ILP solver. It can be easily seen that the cost regarding buffer space requirements and memory contentions remains unchanged with such restrictions.

\[ p_{i,k} \leq \sum_{j=1}^{i-1} p_{j,k-1}, \forall(i,k), i \geq k \geq 2 \] (22)

The result of the scheduling problem after being solved by an ILP solver is then defined by two sets of variables. Task mapping is defined by variables \( p_{i,k} \). The static schedule on every core is defined by variables \( Start_i \) and \( End_i \), which define the start and end time of tasks.

B. Heuristic

We propose a heuristic based on list scheduling. Tasks are firstly sorted in a topological order based on the position of their corresponding actors in the SDF graph. We are fully aware that it is an arbitrary choice; however, task ordering is beyond the scope of this article. Next, we find a set of ready tasks and schedule each task one by one without backtracking. The goal is to minimize the overall makespan of the schedule.

List scheduling: The heuristic is described in Algorithm 2. In order to keep the description short and concise, we only detail important functions of the algorithm while providing a short description for other functions.

The input of the algorithm is an abstract schedule and a set of processors. At the beginning all tasks are in the waiting queue (QWait); other queues are empty (lines 1-4). Then a loop iterates until all tasks are scheduled (lines 5-17).

Inside the loop, we first find tasks that can be scheduled immediately without any dependencies to be satisfied and put them into the ready queue (QReady). Function GetWaitingQueue (line 6) computes this information based on tasks in the waiting queue and complete queue. Another loop iterates while there exists tasks ready to be scheduled (lines 10-17).

Function MapEarliestStart (line 12) tries to schedule the task as early as possible on a processor. This heuristic uses the As Soon As Possible (ASAP) strategy when mapping a task. This function also verifies whether it exists a previously released task corresponding to the same actor with the current task in order to guarantee that they are mapped to the same core. In this case, we do not need to try to map the tasks to other cores.

It is important to note that task mapping has an effect on memory contention. After scheduling each task, the contention in relation with the newly scheduled task must be recomputed and tasks must be moved on the time line of each involved core to ensure a valid schedule.

This problem is illustrated in Figure 4. We assume that \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \) both produce data to \( \tau_3 \). Before the mapping of task \( \tau_3 \) on processor \( P_1 \), there is no contention between two tasks \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \). However, after \( \tau_3 \) is mapped to processor \( P_1 \), because \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \) both write to the memory bank of \( \tau_3 \), there must be contention added to the execution time of the two tasks. As a result, we have to recompute the response time in order to account for the added delay.

Function UpdateSchedule (line 13), which is described in Algorithm 3, handles this problem. This algorithm is based on the contention-aware multi-core response time analysis presented in [8]. Comparing to [8], our algorithm uses a more pessimistic but less complex contention computation and we also take into account non-auto concurrency.

Function MinMakespan (line 14) compares the new schedule with the previously constructed schedule and returns the one with shorter makespan. Our algorithm chooses to map a task on a core that results in a schedule with the shortest makespan.

When a task is scheduled, it is removed from ready queue (line 16) and moved to complete queue (QComplete, line 17). The heuristic terminates when all tasks are scheduled.

Update schedule: Algorithm 3 computes the memory contention introduced by adding a new task. The implementation of function GetContention is based on Equation 20. Since the potential contention depends on the start time \( (Start_i) \) and response time \( (R_i) \), and the response times depend on the contention, this requires a fixed-point iteration. After computing...
Fig. 4. (a) The schedule before the mapping of \( \tau_3 \), there is no contention. (b) The schedule must be recomputed after \( \tau_3 \) is mapped to processor \( P_3 \) because \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \) write data to the memory bank of \( \tau_3 \).

Algorithm 3: Update schedule

\[
\text{Input: } \tau_i, \text{pSched, p} \\
\text{Output: Updated schedule} \\
\text{prd}(i) = \text{prd}(i) \cup \text{GetLastTask}(p) \\
\text{do} \\
\quad \text{do} \\
\quad \quad R'_i \leftarrow R_i \\
\quad \quad \text{foreach } \tau_i \in \text{pSched} \text{ do} \\
\quad \quad \quad R_i = P D_i + M D_i * d + \\
\quad \quad \quad \text{GetContention}(\tau_i, \text{pSched}) \\
\quad \quad \text{while (exist } \tau_i | R_i \neq R'_i ); \\
\quad \quad \text{Start}_i' \leftarrow \text{Start}_i \\
\quad \quad \text{foreach } \tau_i \in \text{pSched} \text{ do} \\
\quad \quad \quad \text{Start}_i = \max(\text{Start}_j + R_j | j \in \text{prd}(i)) \\
\quad \text{while exist } \tau_i | \text{Start}_i \neq \text{Start}_i'; \\
\text{return pSched}
\]

VII. IMPLEMENTATION & EVALUATION

Implementation of our approach is realized in ADFG [30], which is a real-time scheduling analysis tool for data flow graphs. SDF graphs model and several consistency verification methods are already provided by ADFG, which gives us a good facility to integrate our contribution. We extended the tool so that it computes the abstract schedule and exports constraints that can be presented to an ILP solver. The ILP solver used is IBM CPLEX v12.7.1 with a timeout of 1 hour - the solver stops even if the optimal solution is not found.

Experiments have been conducted to evaluate our approach, with the particularity of using shared multi-bank memory. In section VII-A, we evaluate the scalability of the ILP solution and the heuristic with regard to the size of the scheduling problem. Then, in section VII-B, we evaluate the quality of the heuristic by comparing its result to the ILP solution. We also provide a comparison between single-bank and multi-bank memory in section VII-C.

We performed experiments with synthetic SDF graphs generated by the SDF3 graph generator [31] as well as a subset of applications taken from a refactored version of StreamIt benchmark [32], which is easily analyzable by static WCET estimation tools. SDF3 tool allows us to generate SDF graphs with various parameters such as: number of actors, number of firings per iteration of the SDF graph and actor’s WCET. In addition, the generator allows us to set the max width of the graph and choose whether a graph is acyclic or not.

The general configuration of synthetic graphs is as follows. We generated two sets of synthetic SDF graphs as described in Table II. This idea of two-set configuration has been proposed in [21] as it allows an adequate evaluation of scalability and quality. The small set is used to evaluate the ILP solution’s scalability as well as comparing the ILP solution with the heuristic. The large set is used to evaluate the heuristic’s scalability. For each set, 100 graphs were generated. Experiments with small set and large set are conducted with different numbers of cores. It is because SDF graphs in the small sets do not benefit from a high number of cores.

Actors in synthetic SDF graphs were generated so that their memory demand made up 10% to 30% of their WCETs. For actors taken from the refactored version of the StreamIt benchmark [32], memory requirement is computed by their generated code size, local variables and buffer spaces of input channels. In addition, memory demand of an actor is computed based on its production/consumption rate and the amount of data transferred per memory access, which is 64 bytes in our case. Memory access delay is set to 10 cycles as obtained from internal specifications [8].

A. Scalability

The configuration with the small set of SDF graphs is used in this experiment. Figure 5.a displays the average ILP solving time per number of tasks in each graph. As the scheduling problem of tasks on multi-core platforms is known to be NP-hard, the average solving time increases exponentially when the number of tasks increases. It clearly shows that a heuristic is necessary; however, the ILP solution can still be used to evaluate the quality of the heuristic.

We also evaluate the scalability of our heuristic with the large set of SDF graphs. Figure 5.b shows the average heuristic computation time. The heuristic has a significant lower time complexity and better scalability compared to the ILP solution. For the smallest generated SDF graph with 40 actors and 100 firing, it takes less than 5 seconds to compute the response times, the schedule we get may not respect the firing dependencies and sequential constraints. We modify the start time so that each task is released immediately after each of the tasks it depends on is guaranteed to have completed. Modifying the start times may change the contention, hence we have to recompute it until a fixed point is reached. The proof of convergence for these fixed-point iterations can be found in [8].

The output of the heuristic is a time-triggered schedule that gives the start times and response times of tasks on each core. Indeed, the makespan can be easily computed from this schedule. In the next section, we compare the ILP formulation and the proposed heuristic by evaluating their scalability and the computed makespans.
the schedule. For the largest generated SDF graph with 100 actors and 1000 firings, it only takes around 40 seconds to compute the schedule.

B. Quality of the heuristic

Two baselines are used to evaluate the quality of our heuristic: (1) a basic solution which is a simple forward LIST scheduling and (2) the optimal solution computed by applying the ILP formulation. For this experiment, we use the small set configuration.

A basic solution is a simple forward LIST scheduling that only assigns a task to a core but does not verify whether the assignment results in the shortest makespan in a contention-aware context. As depicted in Figure 3, it can lead to unnecessary contention that could be either avoided or reduced. After the schedule is computed, the actual makespan is obtained by applying the contention-aware WCRT analysis presented in [8].

We denote the makespan of the schedule obtained with the basic solution as $M_n$, the heuristic as $M_{aware}$ and the ILP as $M_{ILP}$. The difference of the makespan in percentage is computed by $(M_{aware} - M_n)/M_n$ when comparing with the basic solution and $(M_{aware} - M_{ILP})/M_{ILP}$ when comparing with the ILP solution. The results are shown in Table III.

Comparing with the basic solution, the average speedup achieved with the heuristic is 18.3%. Considering that we only generate SDF graphs with low memory demand, the contention that could be reduced by the heuristic is relevant.

Comparing with the ILP solution, in the worst case, the heuristic performs 14.5% worse. We can see that the average degradation is only 5.7%. It shows that our heuristic has an acceptable quality. The difference in the length of computed makespan between two solutions comes from two reasons. First, in the heuristic, tasks are allocated to processors without any backtracking. We know that different methods of ordering tasks in ready queue can affect the schedule; however, this is a complex problem and not considered in the scope of the work. Second, we have observed that the ILP solution allows the existence of processor idle time in the schedule to avoid memory contention. In other words, instead of overlapping the execution time of two tasks on two processors, the schedule waits until one task is completed then schedules another task. From the experiments in Section VII-A and VII-B, we can see that the heuristic has better scalability compared to the ILP solution while provides acceptable results.

C. Multi-bank and single-bank

The objective of this experiment is to compare the difference in performance between shared memory with single-bank and multi-bank. In the experiment, we apply our heuristic to a subset of applications in the StreamIt benchmark. Memory contention is accounted for in two ways: single-bank and multi-bank. With shared single-bank memory, any tasks that are overlapping in time can introduce contention. The makespan of the schedule obtained with shared multi-bank memory is denoted as $M_{multi}$ and the other is $M_{single}$. The speedup factor is computed by $(M_{single} - M_{multi})/M_{single}$.

The result is provided in Figure 6. The key reasons of the speedup come from the utilization of shared multi-bank memory. It allows actors to access shared memory in parallel without contention. Our first observation is that the speedup varies significantly between applications. In fact, it depends on the width of the SDF graph or application’s parallelization level. For applications such as CFAR or ComplexFIR, the width of the SDF graph is 1. Thus, shared multi-bank memory does not bring any advantage. For applications such as BeamFormer in which the graph is highly parallelized, we can see a significant speedup up to 50%.

VIII. Conclusions

In this article, we present an approach of achieving efficient contention-aware scheduling of SDF graphs on a shared multi-bank memory architecture. The approach consists of two steps. First, we compute an abstract schedule defining firing
dependencies with the objective of minimizing the buffer size requirement. Then from this abstract schedule we synthesize a time-triggered scheduling table with the objective of minimizing the makespan. The scheduling table can be computed by either the ILP formulation or the proposed heuristic based on LIST scheduling. Our experiments have shown that the proposed heuristic offers acceptable results, with only 5.7% degradation on average, and a significant lower complexity.

For future works, we would like to take into account different schedulers such as periodic fixed priority. We also want to provide a more comprehensive evaluation of the heuristic with different metrics such as schedulability, processor utilization and scalability when the number of cores increases. Furthermore, we want to study a more precise the contention model to reduce the pessimism by accounting for the actual duration of memory access phases. A possible research direction is taking into account a refined task execution model such as PRedictable Execution Model (PREM) \cite{12} that splits a task into a read phase and an execute phase.
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